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The Detroit Symphony Orchestra
Grace, Grit, and Glory
Laurie Lanzen Harris with Paul Ganson

The Detroit Symphony Orchestra: Grace, Grit, and Glory details the history of the 
Detroit Symphony Orchestra as seen through the prism of the city it has called 
home for nearly 130 years. Now one of America’s finest orchestras, the Detroit 

Symphony Orchestra began in 1887 as a rather small ensemble of around thirty-five 
players in a city that was just emerging as an industrial powerhouse. Since then, both 
the city and its orchestra have known great success in musical artistry for the symphony 
and economic influence for the city. They have each faced crises as well—financial, 
social, and cultural—that have forced the DSO into closure three times, and the city to 
the brink of dissolution. Yet somehow, in the face of adversity, the DSO stands strong 
today, a beacon of perseverence and rebirth in a city of second chances. 

This is the first history of the DSO to document the orchestra from its earliest incarnation 
in the late nineteenth century to its current status as one of the top orchestras in the 
country. The Detroit Symphony Orchestra tells the story of the organization—the musicians, 
the musical directors, the boards, and the management—as they strove for musical 
excellence, and the consistent funding and leadership to achieve it in the changing 
economic and cultural landscape of Detroit. Author Laurie Lanzen Harris, with Paul 
Ganson, explores the cycles of glory, collapse, and renewal of the orchestra in light of 
the city’s own dynamic economic, demographic, and cultural changes. 

Any reader with an interest in Detroit history or the history of American 
smphony orchestras  should have this  book on his  or  her  shel f . 

Laurie Lanzen Harris is an author, editor, and publisher based in Detroit. She was the director of the 
Literary Criticism Series at Gale, where she began both Shakespearean Criticism and Nineteenth-Century 
Literature Criticism, and the editorial director of Omnigraphics, where she began both Biography 
Today and Biography for Beginners. She is currently the publisher of Favorable Impressions, which 
continues to publish Biography for Beginners as part of the Lincoln Library’s FactCite database. Her 
most recent book is The Great Migration North, 1910–1970.

"An AffectionAte And cAndid Account of An orchestrA thAt hAs shAred distinguished 
Artistry with its city And the world in the fAce of bewildering economic chAllenges. 
it’s A story of musicAl heroism And perseverAnce told with fine sensitivity."

– donAld rosenberg, Author of The Cleveland OrChesTra sTOry: "seCOnd TO nOne"
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